Abstract
Introduction
A personalized recommender system predicts the best suitable goods for the customers according to their individual preferences and recommends the predicted results to them. Thus the customers can save time and efforts in searching the items they want.
It is very important for a recommender system to have a capability to predict accurately by analyzing the preferences of the customers. A recommender system utilizes in general an information filtering technique called collaborative filtering, which is based on the ratings of other customers who have similar preferences and is widely used for many online commercial web sites [1] [2] [8] [12] .
A recommender system using collaborative filtering which we call it CF, calculates the similarity between the test customer who is supposed to obtain a recommendation from the recommendation system and each of other customers who have rated the items that are already rated by the test customer. Since CF is based on the ratings of the neighbors who have similar preferences, it is very important to select the neighbors properly to improve prediction quality.
There have been many investigations in selecting proper neighbors based on neighbor selection methods such as the -nearest neighbor selection, the threshold based neighbor selection, and the clustering based neighbor selection. They are quite popular techniques for recommender systems [2] [3] [7] . These techniques then predict customer's preferences for the items based on the results of the neighbors' evaluation on the same items.
In clustering-based CF, the performance can be quite good, since the size of a cluster that must be analyzed is much smaller. Therefore, the clustering-based method can solve the very large scale problem in recommender systems [3] [6] .
Because the clustering method is fast and useful to cluster a large scale dataset, it has a limitation for improving prediction quality. Since the -means clustering method performs clustering using a distance based on the customer's attribute preference, customers who have similar (approximately equivalent) degrees of similarity can belong to different clusters. Also, since only the numeric data are used for performing clustering, the -means clustering method is disadvantageous in that the categorical data which can be useful in determining similarity between customers cannot be used.
These two problems can be disadvantageous in selecting good neighbors through clustering and also may affect the precision of the estimation of the system recommended. Therefore, efforts need to be made for solving these problems related to performing clustering.
In this paper we present two solutions that use themeans clustering method in order to solve the problems associated with neighbor selection. The first method is to solve the problem in which users belong to different clusters due to the distance-based characteristics despite the fact that they are similar customers, by properly converting data before performing clustering. The second method explains the k-prototype algorithm performing clustering by expanding not only the numeric data but also the categorical data.
In the experiments the EachMovie dataset of the Compaq Computer Corporation has been used [9] . The dataset consists of 2,811,983 preferences for 1,628 movies rated by 72,916 customers explicity.
The experimental results show that better prediction quality can be obtained when both methods are used together. That is, the proposed recommender system selects meaningful neighbors for the high prediction quality. Therefore the clustering-based recommender systems using the proposed methods could resolve the very large scale dataset problem with high prediction quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes collaborative filtering based recommender systems and clustering-based neighbor selection. In Section 3, the proposed recommender system is presented and in Section 4, the experimental results are illustrated. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.
Collaborative Filtering-based Recommender Systems

Recommender Systems
Recommender systems have been recognized as one of the solutions to reduce information overload in the Internet environment. Therefore, in online commercial transactions, if a recommender system has a capability of providing the information on the best suitable goods for the customers, they could have great satisfaction on the transactions.
A recommender system is in general based on CF and it also uses other techniques like clustering together to improve the prediction quality and the system performance. These techniques for a recommender system enhance the satisfaction of all participants such as the buyers and the sellers, so that the commercial market can be more activated.
Collaborative Filtering
CF recommends items through building the profiles of the customers from their preferences for each item. In CF, preferences are represented generally as numeric values which are rated by the customers. Predicting the preference for a certain item that is new to the test customer is based on the ratings of other customers for the 'target' item. Therefore, it is very important to find a set of customers, called neighbors, with more similar preferences to the test customer for better prediction quality.
In CF, Equation (1) is used to predict the preference of a customer. Note that in the following equation Û is the Pearson correlation coefficient as in Equation (2) [7] [12] .
In the above equations È is the preference of customer with respect to item . Ö and Ö are the averages of customer 's ratings and customer 's ratings, respectively. Ö and Ö are customer 's ratings for items and , respectively, and Ö is customer 's rating for item .
If customers and have similar ratings for an item, Û ¼. We denote Û to indicate how much customer tends to agree with customer on the items that both customers have already rated. In this case, customer is a "positive" neighbor with respect to customer , and vice versa. If they have opposite ratings for an item, then Û ¼. Similarly, customer is a "negative" neighbor with respect to customer , and vice versa. In this case Û indicates how much they tend to disagree on the item that both again have already rated. Hence, if they don't correlate each other, then Û ¼ . Note that Û can be in between -1 and 1 inclusive.
CF is good for recommender systems because it is based on the ratings of other customers who have similar preferences. Although CF can be regarded as a good choice for a recommender system, there is still much more room for improvement in prediction quality. To do so, CF needs a more refined neighbor selection technique.
Clustering-based Neighbor Selection
We need to use the clustering technique which is suitable for the numeric values because preferences are represented generally as numeric values which are rated by the customers in CF. So the -means clustering method is good for the clustering based CF.
The -means clustering method creates clusters each of which consists of the customers who have similar preferences among themselves. In this method we first select customers arbitrarily as the initial center points of the clusters, respectively. Then each customer is assigned to a cluster in such a way that the distance between the customer and the center of a cluster is minimized. The distance is calculated using the Euclidean distance, that is, a square root of the element-wise square of the difference between the customer and each center point.
We then calculate the mean of each cluster based on the customers who currently belong to the cluster. The mean is now considered as the new center of the cluster. After finding the new center of each cluster, we compute the distance between the new center and each customer as before in order to find the cluster to which the customer should belong. Recalculating the means and computing the distances are repeated until a terminating condition is met. The condition is in general how far each new center has moved from the previous center; that is, if all the new centers moved within a certain distance, we terminate the loop. If the clustering process is terminated, we choose the cluster with the shortest Euclidean distance from its center to the test customer. Finally, prediction for the test customer is calculated with all the customers in the chosen cluster. The clustering-based neighbor selection method can give a recommendation quickly to the customer in case of the very large-scale dataset, because it selects customers in the best cluster only as neighbors [3] .
Improving Prediction Quality in Clusteringbased CF
The Problem in the -Means Clustering
The -means algorithm uses numeric data, not categorical data, to calculate distance. Also, it is possible for two customers having similar preference to be divided into different clusters when clustering is performed using simple distance calculation. Table 1 shows two customers' preferences for four items. In the table two customers have the same preferences for the items, that is, the weight of similarity of two customers is ½ ¼. However, as shown in the table if the distance of two customers is far enough then they may can be clustered in two different clusters. Fig. 1 shows two customers with same preferences that is shown in Table 1 . 
The Preprocessing Method Using a Ranking and a Deviation
It is possible for two similar customers to be clustered in different clusters because it merely considers distance between two customers for clustering. Therefore, in order to eliminate this problem in the clustering we need to transform the dataset properly like data normalization methods before the clustering [6] [13] .
We propose the preprocessing method using a ranking and a deviation for data transformation. The ranking method is that it transform each customer's preference for the items to a ranking in the whole preferences. The deviation method is that it transform each customer's preference to a difference of the customer's average preference and each preference for the item.
The ranking method change the preferences to the ranking, that is, we give a rank 1 to the highest preference and give a rank 2 to the next high preference for the item. Table 2 and Fig. 2 show the results of the data transformation using a ranking for the Table 1. For the deviation method, we calculate each customer's average preference and then subtract it from each preference for the items. We can get the deviation using the following Equation (3). In the below equation
¼ is the deviation of the preference of the customer . is the average of customer 's preference and is the Ø preference of the customer . 
Figure 3. Customers' preferences by a deviation
The transformed data through the deviation method shows each customer's preference intuitively. Table 3 and Fig. 3 show the results of the data transformation using a deviation for the Table 1 . As shown in the table and figure the deviation method make two customers' preference to ½ ¼ and make the distance to 0.0. Therefore we can cluster these two customer to the same cluster.
Through the above examples we can find two customers have the same preferences after the data transformation using the presented two methods. So two customers are belong to the same cluster.
The -Prototype Algorithm
There are two types of data that represent unique customer attributes: the numeric data and the categorical data. The -means algorithm can use only the numeric data when performing clustering through clustering. Therefore, in order to perform clustering with the categorical attributes, the categorical attributes must arbitrarily be modified. Theprototype algorithm has the advantages of the -means algorithm while making up for such disadvantages. Consequently, in this paper, the -prototype algorithm is used for neighbor selection in collaborative filtering.
The -prototype algorithm considers both the numeric data and the categorical data and is of the type that integrates the -means algorithm and the -modes algorithm [17] . This algorithm has the advantages of themeans algorithm yet makes up for the disadvantages of only being available for numeric data.
Among Ñ attributes, Ô numeric attributes and the object which has Ñ-Ô categorical attributes can be represented as Ö ½ , Ö ¾ ,..., Ö Ô , Ô·½ , ..., Ñ , and the -prototype algorithm can be expressed in Equation (4) when there are two such objects as follows [16] .
Equation (4) can be expressed again as × Ò · × . Here, × Ò refers to the distance between the numeric attributes and is calculated as the Euclidean distance used in the k-means algorithm, × represents the degree of similarity among the categorical attributes, and simple matching of the -modes algorithm is used [15] [16] .
When there are and , categorical objects having Ñ categorical attributes, the dissimilarity measure is defined as the sum of the total numbers inconsistent with respect to each attribute value of the two objects. The smaller the inconsistent numbers, the more similar the objects become. Such measure is called simple matching and can be expressed in Equation (5) as follows [15] [16] .
The variable refers to the weight constant for maintaining the balance between the distance between the numeric attributes and the distance between the categorical attributes. The clustering of the -prototype algorithm is processed in the same way as the -means algorithm.
The recommended system uses the -prototype algorithm in the step prior to performing clustering. By using the categorical data including each user's characteristic for clustering, together with the numeric attributes, the quality of the cluster can be improved. Also, by selecting more refined users as neighbor customers, the accuracy of the prediction of preference for the recommended system can be enhanced.
Experimental Results
Experiment Dataset
In order to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the proposed recommendation algorithm, we used the EachMovie dataset of the Digital Equipment Corporation for experiments [9] .
The EachMovie dataset consists of 2,811,983 preferences for 1,628 movies rated by 72,916 customers explicitly. The customer preferences are represented as numeric values from 0 to 1 at an interval of 0.2, i.e., 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. In the EachMovie dataset, one of the valuable attributes of an item is the genre of a movie. There are 10 different genres such as action, animation, art-foreign, classic, comedy, drama, family, horror, romance, and thriller.
For the experiment, we retrieved 3,763 customers who rated at least 100 movies among all the customers in the dataset. We have chosen randomly 188 customers(5%) as the test customers and the rest customers are the training customers. For each test customer, we chose 15 movies randomly that are actually rated by the test customer as the test movies. The final experimental results are averaged over the results of the test sets.
Experimental Metrics
We use two types of evaluation metrics for prediction quality of the recommender system. Those are prediction accuracy metrics and recommendation list accuracy metrics.
Prediction Accuracy Metrics
One of the statistical prediction accuracy metrics for evaluating a recommender system is the mean absolute error (MAE). MAE is the mean of the errors of the actual customer ratings against the predicted ratings in an individual prediction [1] [6] [7] [10] .
MAE can be computed with Equation (6). In the equation, AE is the total number of predictions and is the error between the predicted rating Ô and the actual rating for item ( Ô ). The lower MAE is, the more accurate prediction with respect to the numerical ratings of customers we get.
Recommendation List Accuracy Metrics
Precision and recall are the most widely used for evaluating recommendation list in the Information Retrieval Community. Precision shows how many items that were predicted as good items in a recommendation list are actually liked by the customer [5] . In other words, it is "the percentage of items classified as hot that are hot" [4] or "the percentage of examples classified as positive that are positive" [11] .
Recall shows how many of all the items that are liked by the customer were predicted correctly [5] . It is also defined by "the percentage of hot movies that were classified as hot" [4] or "the percentage of positive examples classified as positive" [11] . In both precision and recall a higher value indicates more accurate prediction. However those are often conflicting in nature because increasing the size of recommendation list tends to increase recall but decrease precision. So that, the standard -Ñ ×ÙÖ is proposed in order to evaluate the quality as a single measure [4] [11] . It is a weighted combination of precision and recall that produces scores ranging from 0 to 1. It is given by Equation (7). It is assigned the same importance in precision and recall.
Experimental Results
We have implemented six recommendation systems for the experiments. The first one is the recommendation system with the pure collaborative filtering used by GroupLens, we call it È . The second system is PCF with the clustering-based neighbor selection, called Ã
. The third one is KCF with preprocessing using a ranking, called Ê AE Ã. The fourth one is KCF with preprocessing using a deviation, called Î. The fifth one is PCF with the clustering based on the k-Prototype method, called Ã È Ì . And the last one is KPT with preprocessing using a deviation, called Î²Ã È Ì . The experimental results are given in Table 4 . We determined the parameter which gave us the smallest MAE and the largest precision, recall and F-measure through various experiments. The value of in parameters is the number of clusters.
In this paper, clustering was performed using the average values of preference for ten movie genres as the numeric attributes and one's age and gender as the categorical attributes in the experiments. Here, the ages were divided into the teens, twenties, thirties, and so on up to the nineties. The variable , which is the weight constant that balances the impact the numeric and categorical attributes have on the clustering, was changed into 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 in the experiments. Although there are ten genres that are numeric attributes, since the categorical attributes are restricted to only two -age and gender -the value of was restricted to a small value. Experiment was carried out on the remaining values such as or clustering termination conditions in the same way as with the -means clustering method.
The results in the table show that the systems using the preprocessing method outperform other systems. The results show Î²Ã È Ìoutperforms others for prediction accuracy metrics. On the other hand Ê AE Ã outperforms others for recommendation list accuracy metrics.
Through experiments, it can be shown that the highest prediction accuracy can be obtained when is 0.3 and is 20 in the KPT. Also, in the DEV&KPT, the highest prediction accuracy can be obtained when is 0.5 and is 21. The DEV&KPT method selects more refined neighbor customers through clustering in which the KPT method is used after pre-processing data using the DEV method. The method is proposed in order to make up for all of the problems associated with the -means clustering method disclosed in this paper. Table 4 also shows that the systems with the preprocessing method using a ranking and a deviation which are Ê AE Ã and Î, find valuable neighbors in Ã . The result of the experiment for the KPT method is similar to or better than the one for the KCF method regardless of the value of . Furthermore, the precision of the estimation superior to all other methods can be obtained using the DEV&KPT method.
However, the evaluation on the list recommended in the KPT method and the DEV&KPT method shows a recall value relatively lower than all other methods. This appears to be the case because in converting the categorical data using the KPT method, the categorical attributes are restricted to age and gender, and therefore, clustering was achieved in a way similar to the KCF method.
Conclusions
It is crucial for a recommender system to have the capability of making accurate prediction by retrieving and analyzing customers' preferences. Because CF is widely used for recommender systems, various efforts to overcome its drawbacks have been made to improve prediction quality.
In this paper we proposed preprocessing methods using a ranking of preferences and a deviation to improve prediction quality in clustering-based neighbor selection.
We also presented the recommender system using the -prototype method and the preprocessing method. The -prototype algorithm in neighbor selection and makes up for the disadvantages of the -means algorithm, which uses only the numeric attribute data. It performs clustering by considering both the numeric attribute and categorical attribute data.
The experimental results show that the proposed recommender system finds meaningful neighbors and it is useful for clustering-based recommender systems. Therefore the clustering-based collaborative filtering using the proposed method could be a choice to the large scale dataset problem with high prediction quality.
